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   NL2100 ~   LIGHTWEIGHT RUBBER TRANSFER

MCK
      NL8105 ~   TIGERFLEX SERIES UBK LIGHTWEIGHT URETHANE TRANSFER

Standard Polyurethane Liner

Rigid Helix Flexible PVC

NL8105 is a very  exible, lightweight hose designed for full vacuum or transfer 
of light abrasive materials (wet or dry) such as sand, stones,  y ash, metals, 
pellets, fertilizers, light slurries, bark, as well as various chemicals, waste, or water 
solutions (when used for wet materials spiral clamps must be used for proper 
sealing).  It has a “hardened external PVC helix” that provides low dragging fric-
tion across concrete or rough surfaces and it has a polyurethane tube which is 
more durable than PVC - even at sub-zero temperatures.  It is as light in weight 
as a PVC hose but provides the durability of a rubber hose  (although it should 
be rotated during service).  For highly abrasive products we recommend going 
with other products like our NL2100, NL8110, NL8155, etc.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, clear polyurethane, static-dissipating (conductive).  Cover:  Corrugated, black PVC hardened for lower 
dragging friction.  Reinforcement:  Rigid, left hand (counter clockwise) PVC helix.
Typical Fittings:  Insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products;  N676 left hand spiral clamps, N51 double bolt clamps.  
Note:  Spiral clamps or strapping must be used for proper sealing with wet materials.
 Inside* Part # Outside W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter (Urethane Tickness) Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2” NL8105-200 (.7mm) 2.50”    45 psi / Full in/Hg 2” .59 B    100 ft
 2-1/2 NL8105-250 (.9) 3.05 40 / Full 4 .79 N    100
 3 NL8105-300 (1.0) 3.77 40 / Full 4 .83 B    100
 4 NL8105-400 (1.2) 4.85 40 / Full 6 1.37 A    100
 5 NL8105-500 (1.2) 5.78 40 / 28 10 2.28 B    100
 6   NL8105-600 (1.5) 7.08 40 / 28 12 3.10 B    100  
*For other sizes refer to our NL8110 or NL8120 Material Transfer Hoses.

NL2100 is a lightweight, durable rubber hose that offers superior  exibility and a 
good “force-to-bend” radius over many other rubber and urethane material han-
dling hoses on the market today.  It has an “all rubber wall” which will gradually 
wear out providing more versatility, unlike urethane lined/tube hoses which can 
fail quickly once the relatively thin tube breaks down.  As with many other mate-
rial handling hoses, NL2100 is designed for the transfer of a variety of abrasive 
materials (wet or dry).  It has a smooth, static-dissipative, SBR rubber tube which 
eliminates material build-up in the hose and provides electrical conductivity.  Its 
cover is highly resistant to UV and weathering. 
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth SBR rubber.  Cover:  Corrugated SBR rubber.  Reinforcement:  Rigid, right hand (clockwise) PVC helix.
Typical Fittings:  Insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products;  N675 right hand spiral clamps, N51 double 
bolt clamps.  Note:  Spiral clamps or strapping must be used for proper sealing with wet materials.
 Inside*  Outside W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2”  NL2100-200  2.38”     32 psi / Full in/Hg 1.5” 0.5 N    50/100 ft
 3 NL2100-300  3.56 28 / Full 2.5                   1.0  C    50/100
 4 NL2100-400  4.67 26 / Full 4.5 1.7 C    50/100
 5 NL2100-500 5.80 23 / 28 7.0 2.7 C    50/100
 6 NL2100-600  6.88 19 / 28 9.5 3.2 C    50/100 
 8    NL2100-800 9.04 30 / 27 15 5.6 C    50 coil
 8 NL2100-800X20 9.04 30 / 27 15 5.6 C    20 straight 
*For other sizes refer to our NL8110 or NL8120 Material Transfer Hoses.

NL5190 and NL5195 Votlbuster series hoses are hardwall food grade hoses 
designed for the pneumatic transfer of powder, pellets, granular materials, etc 
where high static buildup is an issue.  They are built with a static dissipative 
polyurethane tube, static dissipative PVC helix and stainless steel grounding 
wire which work together to provide superior static protection versus traditional 
material handling hoses with copper grounding wires.  Their smooth bore prevents 
materials from building up and their external, hardened PVC helix reduces drag 
friction and provides easy handling and maneuvering. These hoses are man-
ufactured with FDA compliant compounds and offer a clear wall which permits 
visibility of materials being conveyed.  NL5195 VLT-SD includes a double-ply 
polyurethane tube & fabric reinforcement to handle both suction and higher 
working pressure discharge applications.  Voltbuster series stainless steel static 
wire must be physically grounded properly to the coupling for applications where 
the movement of materials create a static build-up. 
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NL5190/NL5195 ~TIGERFLEX VOLT/VLT-SD CORRUGATED FOOD TRANSFER

FDA

For more information
refer to the:
Sanitary, Food & Beverage Section - Pg. 114

NL5195
VLT-SD Series

NL5190 
VOLT SeriesV
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NL8110

NL8120

    NL8110/8111/8120 ~  URETHANE LINED BULK  UREFLEX MATERIAL TRANSFER     

Heavy Duty Polyurethane Liner

Rigid Helix Flexible PVC

Lightweight Polyurethane Liner

Rigid Helix Flexible PVC

NL8110, NL8111 & NL8120 are all heavy duty urethane lined hoses that are 
recom mended for suction, discharge, and pneumatic transfer of wet or dry abra-
sive materials such as sand, grain, wood chips, metal chips, stones, and  y ash as 
well as various chemicals, waste, or water solutions (when used for wet materials 
spiral clamps must be used for proper sealing).  These hoses have a urethane 
tube similar to our NL3305 Urethane Blower and NL8105 Tiger  ex Series UBK, 
but are of a heavier con struction for more demanding service.  They are lighter in 
weight and more  exible with a lower “force-to-bend” radius than many “rubber” 
material handling hoses like our NL8155 Tan Flextra.  Their smooth, urethane 
tube is very durable and abrasion resistant.  They will also remain  exible in very 
cold temperatures and their covers are manufactured with anti-static compounds.  
NL8120-800 is commonly seen on municipal vacuum trucks to clean out storm 
drains in the fall (as an economical replacement alternative to our NL8500 Vacuum 
Truck Series that is commonly seen on original equipment).
New for 2015:  NL8111 is a generic unbranded product that delivers quality and 
economy, it offers a lower price point alternative to higher end, proven brand 
name products and is designed to compete with lower cost alternatives being 
introduced to the market.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (+1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, clear polyurethane, static-dissipating (conductive).  Cover:  Corrugated, blue (NL8110 & NL8111) or black 
(NL8120) PVC blend.  Reinforcement: Rigid, left hand (NL8110 & NL8120) or right hand (NL8111) PVC helix.
Typical Fittings: Insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products;  N676 left hand spiral or N51 double bolt 
clamps.  Note:  Spiral clamps or strapping must be used for proper sealing with wet materials.
 Inside Part # Outside *W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter (Urethane Thickness) Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
  Tiger  ex Ure  ex-2 (Blue Cover with Left Hand Helix  - Counterclockwise)       
 1-1/2” NL8110-150 (1.0mm) 1.88”     50 psi / Full in/Hg 3” .46 C    100 ft
 2 NL8110-200 (1.2) 2.44 40 / Full 4 .65 C    100
 2-1/2 NL8110-250 (1.5) 3.12 40 / Full 5 .89 C    100
 3 NL8110-300 (1.8) 3.70 40 / Full 6 1.23 C    100
 4 NL8110-400 (2.0) 4.82 35 / Full 10 2.02 B    100
 5 NL8110-500 (2.0) 5.81 35 / Full 15 2.50 C    100
 6 NL8110-600 (2.3) 6.95 30 / 28 18 3.84 C    100
 8 NL8110-800 (2.7) 9.27 30 / 28 22 6.52 C    40
 8    NL8110-800X20 strt 9.27 30 / 28  22 6.52 C    20  
  Generic Brand (Blue Cover with Right Hand Helix - Clockwise)        
 3” NL8111-300 (1.8) 3.58 48 / Full 6 0.99 C    100
 4 NL8111-400 (2.0) 4.71 32 / Full 10 1.57 C    100
 6 NL8111-600 (2.3) 6.83 25 / 28 12 3.18 C    100
 8 NL8111-800 (2.7) 9.14 25 / 28 16 5.66 C    40  
 8 NL8111-800X20 strt 9.14 25 / 28 16 5.66 C    40
  Lightweight ~ Ure  ex-1 (Black Cover with Left Hand Helix)*       
 1-1/2” NL8120-150 (.6mm) 1.85”      50 psi / Full in/Hg 2” .22 C    100 ft 
 3-1/2 NL8120-350 (1.0) 4.21 35 / Full 5 1.48 N    50
 8 NL8120-800 (2.0) 9.18 30 / 28 18 5.91 B    50
 8 NL8120-800x20 strt 9.18 30 / 28 18 5.91 B    20
 10 NL8120-1000 (2.3) 10.85 20 / 28 67 9.92 N    20/40
*Other inside diameters of NL8120 are available from the factory in full coils.
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Available with:

Goodyear Hydrovator is a rugged hose ideally suited for aggressive hydrovac 
operations containing abrasive materials and offers an alternative to our NL8155 
Tan Bulkmaster and NL2100 TR1 Material Transfer.  The corrugated Plio  ex 
cover provides good  exibility and durability, while the advanced formulated 
tube provides outstanding abrasion and tear resistance when handling even the 
coarsest of materials in Hydro Excavation - including mud, sand and rock.  Our 
NL8185 (standard) has a black NR Tube with a static dissipating Tufsyn liner while 
the NL8180 has a red 3/16” thick NR tube and greater reinforcing for suction & 
discharge applications up to 75PSI.  Hydrovator is available with Survivor tube 
(NL8185ST-xxx) and also available in custom built lengths supplied with soft cuff 
ends for ease of installation.  

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed. 
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  Black NR Tube:  -320C (-250F) to +820C (+1800F).  Red NR Tube:  -400C (-400F) to +820C (+1800F).
Construction:  Tube:  NL8185 - Black natural rubber combined with a static dissipating Tufsyn liner;  NL8180 - 3/16” Thick abrasion resistant 
natural rubber.  Cover:  Black corrugated static dissipating Plio  ex synthetic rubber.  Reinforcement:  Double spiral steel wire helix with 
plies of synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  This hose is typically attached directly to the street hydrovac truck and is manufactured with plain, enlarged or soft cuffs 
ends and attached with Strapping or N51 Double bolt clamps.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
  Black NR/Tufsyn Tube
 6” NL8185-600 7.10” 50 psi/ Full 12” 6.40 N  $ POR $ POR 50/100 ft
 8  NL8185-800 8.90 50 / Full 16 8.40 C  POR POR 50/100 
 10  NL8185-1000 11.10 50 / Full 20 11.80 N  POR POR 50/100
  Red NR Tube  
 6” NL8180-600 6.91” 75 psi/ Full 15” 6.82 N  $ POR $ POR 50/100 ft
 8 NL8180-800 9.06 75 / Full 20 9.88 N  POR POR 50/100
 

MCH
  NL8155 ~  TAN BULKMASTER TRANSFER

 
 NL8180 &  NL8185 ~  GOODYEAR  HYDROVATOR MATERIAL TRANSFER

MCH

NL8180 Red 
NR Tube

NL8185 Black Static Dissi-
pating NR/Tufsyn Tube

Goodyear now offers one of the toughest tube 
compounds ever to be used on material handling 
hose; Survivor!  It is able to withstand serious 
abuse and still last on average 2x longer!

NL8155 has a highly abrasion-resistant gum rubber tube that makes this hose 
suitable to convey non-oily abrasive materials such as sand, gravel, limestone, 
and fertilizers.  It is also suitable to handle dry, abrasive products such as animal 
feed, sugar, corn, and grain.  As a guide, when comparing this hose to “urethane 
tube/lined” hoses, it is typically more durable but is heavier and less  exible.  This 
hose is NOT designed for use where static electricity is a problem;  for applica-
tions where static buildup is an issue, use our NL8170 Black Flextra Dry Material 
(not food grade), NL5180 Tiger  ex 2020, NL5040 Exstatic, or NL8202 Blucor.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed. Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -40°C (-40°C) to +82°C (180°F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, tan, 3/16” thick pure gum rubber, non-oil resistant.  Cover:  Corrugated, tan SBR rubber with a yellow or red 
stripe.  Reinforcement:  Spiral double wire helix between synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Insert-type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products and due to the thick, soft tube it is dif  cult to 
get good  tting retention on this hose.  N8200C external Blucor  anges are NOT designed for use on this hose due to the smaller OD.  Use 
double bolt clamps or strapping.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std. 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @20°C(70°F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1-1/2” NL8155-150 2.05” 100 psi 4” .89 C    100/200 ft
 2 NL8155-200 2.61 75 5 1.19 C    100/200
 2 1/4 NL8155-225 2.89 75 6 1.53 N    100/200
 2 1/2 NL8155-250 3.11 75 7 1.66 C    100/200
 3 NL8155-300 3.63 75 8 1.98 B    100/200
 3 1/2 NL8155-350 4.20 75 9 2.45 N    100/200
 4 NL8155-400 4.69 75 12 2.85 B    100/200
 5 NL8155-500 5.75 75 15 4.22 C    50/100
 6 NL8155-600 6.75 75 18 5.05 B    50/100
 8 NL8155-800 9.00 75 25 5.90 C    20/40

$ 19.17
19.83
33.49
27.58
29.60
43.66
37.47
47.94
53.42
88.11
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In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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AVAILABLE WITH:

NL8202 is our “heaviest” material handling hose that is used for the transferring 
of slurry, ore, iron, copper, gravel, rocks, salt, cement, glass, fertiliz ers, spiney 
ground  sh, and various highly abrasive wet or dry materials in mines or mills (lim-
ited resistance to oil-based products). Goodyear Blucor is seen in mines, quarries, 
plants, and mills around the world and is truly a long lasting, proven product;  due 
to its thick wall, it should be noted that this hose is relatively in  exible (especially 
in short lengths) and requires a high “effort/force to bend” ratio.  Its corrugated 
cover is designed to  t special external  ange  ttings with bolts (N8200C) which 
allow quick, easy connections to be made for full  ow/no turbulence and without 
internal cou plings that would quickly wear out.  This is a very durable, heavy duty 
hose that is resistant to weathering, ozone, abrasion, and gouging;  it is also a 
convenient alternative to rubber lined pipe as it can compensate for expansion/
contraction, misalignment, easy installation, random lengths, and reduces noise/
vibration.  Larger sizes of this hose are shipped in straight lengths to maximize 
container capacity so are limited to 40’ or 53’ trailer lengths

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +820C (+1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, black, 3/8” thick static conductive Pureten.  Cover:  Corrugated, black Plio  ex with blue stripe.
Reinforcement:  Spiral wire helix between 2 plies of synthetic fabric and a breaker fabric.
Typical Fittings:  N8200C reusable external  anges (150# drilled), insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products.
Refer to the Blucor installation manual for assembly instructions.  This hose is rigid and dif  cult to bend in short lengths.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2”  NL8202-200** 2.95” 150 psi 12” 3.50 C    100 ft
 3 NL8202-300 4.39 150 16 4.63 C    100
 4 NL8202-400 5.25 150 20 5.67 B    100
 5 NL8202-500 6.50 150 30 6.35 C    100
 6 NL8202-600 7.38 150 36 9.48 B    100
 8 NL8202-800 9.44 150 48 14.20 B    100
 10 NL8202-1000 11.38 150 60 16.63 C    40
 12 NL8202-1200 13.81 100 72 23.40 C    40  
 14 NL8202-1400 15.84 100 84 28.71 N    40
*For larger sizes up to 36” I.D. or custom hoses with built-on ends, contact us for further information.
**2” Size is not available in genuine Goodyear Blucor, refer to NL8200 SlurryMax.
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   NL8202 ~  GOODYEAR   BLUCOR  MATERIAL HANDLING TRANSFER

For more information 
refer to the: 
Abrasive Material ‘Fittings’ Section - Pg. 563 

N8200C Split 
Flange Couplings

  NL8200 ~  SLURRYMAXTM MATERIAL HANDLING TRANSFER

For more information 
refer to the: 
Abrasive Material Couplings Section - Pg. 563 
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NL8200 SlurryMaxTM is a heavy material handling hose that is used for the 
transferring of slurry, ore, iron, copper, gravel, rocks, salt, cement, glass, fertiliz-
ers, spiny ground  sh, and various highly abrasive wet or dry materials in mines 
or mills (limited resistance to oil-based products).  SlurryMax can be used in 
mines, quarries, plants, and mills;  due to its thick wall, it should be noted that 
this hose is relatively in  exible (especially in short lengths) and requires a high 
“effort/force to bend” ratio.  Its corrugated cover is designed to  t special ex-
ternal  ange  ttings with bolts (N8200C) which allow quick, easy connections 
to be made for full  ow/no turbulence and without internal cou plings that would 
quickly wear out.  This is a very durable, heavy duty hose that is resistant to 
weathering, ozone, abrasion, and gouging;  it is also a convenient alternative to 
rubber lined pipe as it can compensate for expansion/contraction, misalignment, 
easy installation, random lengths, and reduces noise/vibration.  Larger sizes of 
this hose are shipped in straight lengths to maximize container capacity so are 
limited to 40’ or 53’ trailer lengths.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  Always 
rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +700C (+1580F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, tan, 3/8” thick synthetic rubber (1/4” for 2” ID).  Cover:  Corrugated, black SBR rubber with blue stripe.
Reinforcement:  Spiral wire helix between 2 plies of high tensile synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  N8200C reusable external  anges (150# drilled), insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive prod-
ucts.  Note:  This hose is rigid and dif  cult to bend in short lengths.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2”  NL8200-200* 3.03” 150 psi 12” 2.36 C    100 ft
 3 NL8200-300 4.49 150 18 4.59 C    100
 4 NL8200-400 5.26 150 24 5.46 C    100
 5 NL8200-500 6.42 150 30 7.88 C    100
 6 NL8200-600 7.44 150 36 9.45 C    100
 8 NL8200-800 9.49 150 48 14.05 B    50
 10 NL8200-1000 11.50 150 60 16.25 C    40
 12 NL8200-1200 13.78 100 72 22.22 C    40
*2” SlurryMax has 1/4” thick pure gum tube, all other sizes are 3/8”. 

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Custom-engineered, made-to-order, material transfer hoses are often required in 
sand & gravel, phosphate, and ore mining, slurry handling and other large bore 
suction and discharge applications.  We can custom build hoses up to 42” ID built 
for almost any application including built to superior  exibility, built to withstand 
abrasion or heat or designed for greater chemical compatibility. 
De  ning answers the acronym “STAMPED” (Size, Temperature, Application, 
Material, Pressure, Ends, Delivery) will help in the proper selection of hose and/or 
 ttings to reduce the chance of a failure from a misapplication.  Serious damage 
and/or injury may occur if a hose or  tting is used in an application other than 
what it is designed for.  It must also be noted that hose will degrade over time 
and is not designed for permanent piping applications, especially when it will 
not be subject to routine testing and inspection.  For complete details on how to 
properly determine the best hose for your application visit www.new-line.com/
resources/stamped or contact our Customer Service Team!

The hose end is integrally built around and bonded to the nipple body.  The hose reinforced 
materials are also anchored to the nipple.

The nipples used are generally fabricated from 
pipe.  Nipples made from standard pipe will be full 
bore only when pipe 12” and under is used since 
nominal pipe sizes over 12” are described by pipe 
OD and not ID.

NL8250 is a made-to-order, high quality, heavy duty material handling hose available with a variety of ‘built-on’ end styles (built-on rubber 
lined  anges, built-in nipples,  oating  anges, rubber lined victaulic groove ends, etc.).  It can have a variety of tube thicknesses as well 
as varying pressure ratings and lengths (larger sizes of this hose - if a hardwall hose - must be shipped in straight lengths so are limited to 
40’ trailer lengths).  It can be used in conjunction with rubber lined pipe or cast iron pipes where minimal bends are required or where the 
inherent  exibility of a durable rubber hose is required.  Listed below are a few of the con  gurations.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  Depends on materials used, but as a general guide -400C (-400F) to +820C (+1800F).
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, black/tan/red pure gum rubber (application dependent, variety of thicknesses 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”).  Cover: 
Corrugated or smooth black SBR rubber.
Reinforcement:  Spiral wire helix between multiple spiral plies of synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Built-on rubber lined  anges, built-in nipples,  oating  anges, rubber lined victaulic groove ends.

Built-In Nipple End

A  ared bell shape, molded as an integral part of the hose.  The reinforcing fabric of the 
hose body is extended beyond the straight portion of the hose and anchored around a 
circular steel reinforcing ring.

A reattachable split  ange (steel or S.S.) is placed
behind the rubber bead to act as a metal bearing 
surface for bolt heads and nuts.  Bolts used to 
connect mating  anges pass over the outside
diameter of the beaded end.

Rubber Beaded End

Shaped similar to a metal pipe  ange.  It is molded as an integral part of the hose with 
the tube, fabric reinforcement (not wire) and cover extending to the outside diameter of 
the rubber  ange.

The rubber  ange has holes to match customer
requirements.  In addition, solid metal “backup” 
rings (drilled to match the rubber  ange holes) are 
always placed behind the rubber  ange to provide 
a metal bearing surface for bolt heads and nuts.

Integral Rubber Flanged End

   NL8250 SERIES ~ HANDBUILT/CUSTOM  MATERIAL HANDLING TRANSFER ENDS

NL8250 SERIES ~ CUSTOM-ENGINEERED MATERIALTRANSFER HOSES
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NL8210 Textile

1” Assembly with MNPT E/E commonly 
used for plaster, grout or shotcrete. 

MCC

Z20

NL8211 
Wire Reinforced

    NL8210/8211 ~   GOODYEAR  ALLCRETE  CONCRETE/ PLASTER/ GROUT  PLACEMENT

Z20

HD Flange both 
Ends (Suf  x -HD)

Our Allcrete hose is meant to last and has proven itself as an industry leader - offering 
greater durability and lower overall replacement costs.  It is used to conduct wet 
cement, plaster, grout, wet shotcrete, and concrete to building structures, dams, 
tunnel faces, swimming pools, or construction sites.  It can also be used for 
material handling on drilling rigs.  This is a rugged, durable, high performance 
hose that is to be coupled with high-quality, abrasion resistant permanent swage 
 ttings (we stock genuine “heat treated ends” for added abrasion resistance and 
smooth, uninterrupted  ow).  NL8210 has a synthetic fabric reinforcement and 
is commonly used as a connection to pumping equipment and hard pipe;  it has 
more plies, a higher quality tube, and a more kink resistant wall as compared 
to competing brands on the market.  NL8210 1” with N95 galvanized internal 
expansion  ttings is commonly used for shot-crete, plaster or grout applications.  
The NL8211 has a steel wire reinforcement designed to handle wet concrete 
with high head pressures at the critical  ex areas on boom trucks.  It is also 
used as a discharge hose on the delivery end of high pressure pumps.  Listed 
below, we also offer part numbers for popular assemblies (suf  x is -HD for heavy 
duty  anges both ends, -H1 for heavy duty  ange on one end only, and -VG for 
Victaulic grooved both ends).
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use. *SPECIAL NOTE:  Concrete hose is typi-
cally not repaired as the wall/tube will wear down and therefore the coupling integrity is signi  cantly compromised if re-installing an end.
Temperature Range:  -350C (-300F) to +800C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, black Tufsyn rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, smooth, black SBR rubber.  Reinforcement:  Multiple spiral plies of 
high strength fabric (NL8210) or spiral plies of high tensile steel wire (NL8211).
Typical Fittings:  Heat treated swaged ends (HD California  anged ends for concrete pump hose, DO NOT use Grooved or NPT ends 
for concrete pump service).  N95 Galvanized Internal Expansion (1”-1-1/2”).  Whipcheck Safety Cables & Nylon Slings (must be properly 
installed in an extended position).  *SPECIAL NOTE:  Concrete hose is typically not repaired as the wall/tube will wear down and therefore 
the coupling integrity is signi  cantly compromised if re-installing an end.

Inside  Outside *W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 12.5’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
  Textile Reinforced
 1” NL8210-100 1.67” *1233 psi 10” .65 B                                          50/100 ft
 1-1/4 NL8210-125 1.92 *1233 12 .79 N              50/100
 1-1/2 NL8210-150 2.31 *1233 13 1.14 C    50/100
 2 NL8210-200 2.83 *1233 15 1.43 A                                      50/100/400
 2-1/2 NL8210-250 3.39 *1233 17 1.87 A                                      50/100/400
 3 NL8210-300 3.92 *1233 18 2.33 A                                      50/100/400
 3-1/2 NL8210-350 4.45 *1233 19 2.75 A                                      50/100/400
 4 NL8210-400 4.94 *1233 20 3.10 B                                       50/100/400
 4-1/2 NL8210-450 5.45 *1233 22 3.51 N    50/100 
 5 NL8210-500 5.94 *1233 23 3.76 B    50/100
 6 NL8210-600 6.97 *1200  - 7.23 N    50/100
 8 NL8210-800 9.13 *500  - 7.23 N    50/100
  Wire Reinforced
 2” NL8211-200 2.79” *1233 psi 11” 2.34 C    50/100 ft
 2-1/2 NL8211-250 3.46 *1233 14 3.35 C    50/100
 3 NL8211-300 4.02 *1233 16 4.45 B    50/100
 3-1/2 NL8211-350 4.45 *1233 18 4.70 C    50/100
 4 NL8211-400 5.04 *1233 20 6.00 C    50/100
 5 NL8211-500 6.00 *1233 24 7.29 B    50/100
 6 NL8211-600 7.00 *1233 31 9.21 N    50/100
*Working pressures shown based on this hose being used to transfer concrete, not for water or other  uids.  For non-concrete applications the 
working pressure will vary depending on the safety factor required (as an example for water, certain sizes could be rated to 500-600 psi).

  

  Textile Assemblies  Wire Assemblies
 1” A8210100x(Lgth)-(ends)              N/A         
 2  A8210200x(Lgth)-(ends)  A8211200x(Lgth)-(ends)
 2-1/2 A8210250x(Lgth)-(ends) A8211250x(Lgth)-(ends)
 3 A8210300x(Lgth)-(ends) A8211300x(Lgth)-(ends)
 3-1/2 A8210350x(Lgth)-(ends)              N/A
 4 A8210400x(Lgth)-(ends) A8211400x(Lgth)-(ends)
 4-1/2 A8210450x(Lgth)-(ends)              N/A
 5 A8210500x(Lgth)-(ends) A8211500x(Lgth)-(ends)
*Suf  x -HD is for HD Flange Ends (both ends), -H1 for one end open, and 
-VG Victaulic Groove ends.  *** SPECIAL NOTE:  Victaulic Groove or NPT 
ends are NOT approved for use in “concrete pump” applications!
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For other con  gurations 
refer to the:
Sandblast & Abrasive Material Section - Pg. 562

 PermaSafe IX Permanent Swage Ends
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NL8220 Elephant Trunk is a custom made, semi-collapsible hose (no wire helix) 
designed speci  cally for the gravity discharge of dry bulk or wet concrete where 
a lighter, softwall sleeve is required or preferred over more heavy duty, higher 
pressure concrete hoses.  It is available in odd internal diameters in order to 
accommodate piping.  At times, Elephant Trunk hose is also used as a chute for 
light powders - in such a case a standard ducting hose may be suitable.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +800C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, 1/8” thick pure gum rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, black SBR rubber.  Reinforcement:  Two plies of high tensile, 
spiral synthetic cords.
Typical Fittings:  Insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter* Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 4” NL8220-400 4.44” 75 psi - 1.51 Made to  $ POR $ POR Custom
 5 NL8220-500 5.44 60 - 1.86 Order  POR POR Lengths
 6 NL8220-600 6.44 50 - 2.22   POR POR 
 6-5/8 NL8220-663 7.06 45 - 2.50 Made to  POR POR Custom
 8 NL8220-800 8.44 40 - 3.22 Order  POR POR Lengths
 8-5/8 NL8220-863 9.06 35 - 3.30   POR POR 
 10 NL8220-1000 10.44 30 - 3.70 Made to  POR POR Custom
 10-3/4 NL8220-1075 11.19 25 - 4.00 Order  POR POR Lengths
*Other sizes are available.

MCC
  NL8220 ~ PURE GUM  ELEPHANT TRUNK

MCC
NL8025 Dry Shotcrete & Gunite hose is used to transfer dry sand and cement to 
the placement mixing gun nozzle.  Its extremely high quality, natural gum rubber 
tube provides excellent resistance to highly abrasive products - thereby providing 
greater durability as compared to using a sandblast hose. 

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Tan natural gum rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, tan SBR rubber blend.  Reinforcement:  Spiral plied synthetic fabric and 
an anti-static wire.
Typical Fittings:  N8005 Series external sandblast couplings and nozzle adapters (nylon, aluminum, or brass).  Internal  ttings will typically 
wear out prematurely due to the velocity of the abrasive materials.  Whipcheck safety cables.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   50/100’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Only Price/ft Length
 1-1/4” NL8025-125 2.16” 150 psi - 1.24 N  -  50/100 ft
 1-1/2 NL8025-150 2.40 150 - 1.46 C  -  50/100
 2 NL8025-200 2.94 150 - 1.84 C  -  50/100

$ 18.90
18.04
19.81 

  NL8025 ~ DRY    SHOTCRETE &  GUNITE HOSE W/ STATIC WIRE
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If you are tired of wearing out and replacing expensive sandblast hoses, our 
NL8010 Sandblast with a Tufsyn Tube is truly a large step above competing 
products - all at a reasonable price.  It is designed for high velocity transfer of 
sand, steel shot, and other abrasive materials seen in building maintenance, 
restoration, or the cleaning and  nishing of metal parts, stone, or glass.  This is a 
highly kink resistant hose that will withstand external abuse and internal abrasion.  
Its static conductive tube dissipates static electricity to prevent dangerous shocks.

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Black, heavy duty, static conductive 1/4” to 5/16” Tufsyn rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, pin-pricked Plio  ex rubber.  
Reinforcement:  Two-plies of synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  N8005 Series external sandblast couplings and adapters (nylon, alum., or brass);  ensure screws don’t penetrate tube.  
Internal  ttings will typically wear out prematurely due to the velocity of the abrasive materials.  Whipcheck safety cables.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 1/2” NL8010-050 1.13” 150 psi - .41 C  Bulk  50/100 ft
 3/4 NL8010-075 1.49 150 - .68 C  Only  50/100
 1 NL8010-100 1.88 150 - 1.05 C    50/100
 1-1/4 NL8010-125 2.16 150 - 1.26 C  Bulk  50/100
 1-1/2 NL8010-150 2.38 150 - 1.42 C  Only  50/100
 2 NL8010-200 2.86 150 - 1.70 N    50/100

3/4 NL8010-075 1.49 150 - .68 C  Only  50/100

1-1/4 NL8010-125 2.16 150 - 1.26 C  Bulk  50/100
y

2 NL8010-200 2.86 150 - 1.70 N    50/100

MCS

Z21Z21

 
   NL8005/8006 ~ SANDBLAST HOSE (2PLY & 4PLY)

MCS

 
 NL8010 ~   GOODYEAR PLICORD  SANDBLAST WITH TUFSYN TUBE (2PLY)

$ 6.08
6.98

11.07
11.07
14.62
15.44

 

NL8006 
Whip Hose

NL8005 
Standard

Our NL8005 Sandblast hose is for general sandblast applications.  It is designed 
for high velocity transfer of sand, steel shot, and other abrasive materials seen 
in building maintenance, restoration, or the cleaning and  nishing of metal parts, 
stone, or glass.  It is a kink resistant hose that will withstand external abuse and 
internal abrasion.  Its static conductive tube dissipates static electricity to prevent 
dangerous shocks. The NL8006 whip hose is a “lighter” hose designed with a 
thinner wall in order to reduce operator fatigue. The whip hose uses the same 
size couplings as its nominal ID (hose OD is important with sandblast couplings). 

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions, hours of use, and the product being conveyed.  
Always rotate the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  1/4” Thick black, heavy duty, static conductive natural rubber blend.  Cover:  Black wrapped, pin-pricked synthetic 
rubber.  Reinforcement: 3/4” thru 2” - Four-plies of synthetic fabric; 1/2” & Whip Hoses - Two-plies of synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  N8005 Series external sandblast couplings and adapters (nylon, alum., or brass);  ensure screws don’t penetrate tube.  
Internal  ttings will typically wear out prematurely due to the velocity of the abrasive materials.  Whipcheck safety cables.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
  Standard
 1/2” NL8005-050 1.13” 150 psi - .40 A    50/100 ft
 3/4 NL8005-075 1.50 150 - .65 A    50/100
 1 NL8005-100 1.89 150 - 1.00 A    50/100
 1-1/4 NL8005-125 2.17 150 - 1.25 A    50/100
 1-1/2 NL8005-150 2.36 150 - 1.30 B    50/100
 2 NL8005-200 2.87 150 - 1.75 C    50/100
               
  XF Whip Hose
 7/8 NL8006-075 1.49” 150 psi - .58 C    50 ft
 1-1/8 NL8006-100 1.88 150 - .88 C    50
 1-3/8 NL8006-125 2.16 150 - 1.08 C    50
 1-5/8 NL8006-150 2.38 150 - 1.21 N    50
 2-1/8 NL8006-200 2.86 150 - 1.52 N    50

  *Standard Assemblies *Whip Assemblies
 1/2”   A8005050x(Lgth)-xxx  A8006050x(Lgth)-xxx
 3/4 A8005075x(Lgth)-xxx  A8006075x(Lgth)-xxx
 1 A8005100x(Lgth)-xxx  A8006100x(Lgth)-xxx
 1-1/4 A8005125x(Lgth)-xxx  A8006125x(Lgth)-xxx
 1-1/2 A8005150x(Lgth)-xxx  A8006150x(Lgth)-xxx
*‘xxx’ designates the end material & type (A=aluminum, B=brass, N=nylon, Q=quick connect, N=nozzle holder).

$ 4.81
6.49
8.19
8.65

11.69
14.84

 
 $ 6.29

7.91
9.29

13.48
15.08

$ 6.26
8.44

10.65
11.25
15.20
19.30

$ 8.18
10.29
12.08
17.53
19.61

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
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MCB

Dredge sleeves are custom made and used as a semi-  exible connection 
between pipe sections on the discharge line of hydraulic type dredges.  It is 
available in odd internal diameters to accommodate piping and its heavy duty 
tube resists abrasion (3/8” is a standard thickness, others are available).  This 
hose has a thick wall and is quite heavy in weight.

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, 3/8” black abrasion resistant rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, black SBR rubber.  Reinforcement:  Spiral fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter* Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 4-1/2” NL8310-450 6.09” 75 psi 40” 7.00 Made to  $ POR $ POR Custom
 6-5/8 NL8310-663 8.22 75 60 9.77 Order  POR POR Lengths
 8-5/8 NL8310-863 10.31 75 80 13.59   POR POR 
 10-3/4 NL8310-1075 12.50 75 100 16.72 Made to  POR POR Custom
 12-3/4 NL8310-1275 14.53 75 120 20.04 Order  POR POR Lengths
*Other sizes are available.

These are 0.015” lined, medium duty interlocked metal hoses with a smooth 
internal metal bore speci  cally designed for the transfer of a wide variety of dry 
bulk or hot, abrasive materials (such as grain, pellets, ash, powder, fertilizers, 
and razor sharp objects that ruin rubber/urethane hoses).  Unlike rubber material 
handling hoses which are typically only suitable up to +820C (1800F), certain 
styles of lined interlocked metal hose are suitable up to +9850C (18000F).  Our 
“non-packed” all galvanized metal hose (NL3660) is designed for use up to 
+2320C (4500F) and the standard “cotton packed” all stainless steel (NL3670) is 
suitable up to +1500C (3000F).  Other packing materials for higher temperatures 
are available.  The “pack ing” provides for added sealing capabilities throughout 
the length of the hose and reduces pressure loss or withstand greater vacuum 
(ratings vary, max 15 psi to 15 in/hg of vacuum as an example). This hose is 
“directional” meaning that the  ow is only designed to go in one direction as 
indicated on the hose - so it is important to determine what is the outlet end 
and inlet end con  guration.  Standard lengths are 25’ and both the NL3660 and 
NL3670 are available in sizes 1-1/2” to 16”.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.  This hose is “directional” meaning that the  ow is only 
designed to go in one direction as indicated on the hose.
Temp. Range:      NL3660 non-packed all galvanized:  -510C (-600F) to +2320C (4500F) 
                   NL3670 cotton packed all stainless:  -510 C (-600F) to +1500C (3000F) - others for higher temperatures are available.
Construction:  Tube/Liner: Flat, fully interlocked stripwound 0.015” non-packed galvanized steel (NL3660) or stainless steel with a cotton 
packing (NL3670).  Cover/Armour: Flat, fully interlocked stripwound 0.018” galva nized steel (NL3660) or stainless steel (NL3670).
Typical Fittings:  Special, permanently af  xed external  ttings (solid male NPT, camlocks, and 150 lb  anges are standard).

   NL3660/3670 ~  LINED INTERLOCKED METAL HOSE W/ SMOOTH BORE
MTL

   NL8150/8151 ~   SOFTWALL BULKMASTER

MCZ
  NL8310 ~   DREDGE SLEEVES

Directional  ow - indicated on hose

NL8151 - 1/4” 
Thick Tube

NL8150 - 1/8” 
Thick Tube

$ 21.96
29.60

$ 26.10
36.31

 

$ 24.16
32.56

$ 28.71
39.95

$ 28.55
38.48

$ 33.93
47.21

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 

NL8150 & NL8151 are softwall hoses suitable for the discharge of bulk products 
such as limestone, sand, dry cement, and fertilizer. The tube and cover are highly 
abrasion resistant; we offer it with a 1/8” thick tube (NL8150) or 1/4” thick tube 
(NL8151). The 1/8” tube is designed for lighter, powder-like materials while the 
1/4” is designed for more abrasive, solid materials.  For very abrasive products, 
a similar hose with a pure gum tube is also available on special request 
(NL8154-400 4” size).

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +850C (1850F)
Construction:  Tube:  Black, 1/8” (NL8150) or 1/4” (NL8151) static conductive natural rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, black SBR rubber. 
Reinforcement: Synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Insert type  ttings can wear out prematurely with highly abrasive products.  For low pressure powder transfer, camlocks 
or combination nipples can be used; junior clamps, punch clamps, Mikalor clamps, double bolt clamps.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
  1/8” Thick Tube
 4” NL8150-400 4.56” 75 psi - 1.90 C    100 ft
 5 NL8150-500 5.60 75 - 2.80 C    100
  1/4” Thick Tube
 4” NL8151-400 4.72” 150 psi - 2.66 A    100 ft
 5 NL8151-500 5.72 150 - 3.27 C    100
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This is similar to the NL8511/8512 Vacuum listed above, however this version has 
a smooth interior for less turbulence and better  ow.  The ‘smooth bore’ version 
is not nearly as  exible and will NOT make  exible bends in short lengths as 
compared to the corrugated bore NL8511/8512.  This hose is typically used in 
straight lengths on the top of the machine or in other areas not required to make 
short, tight bends.  It offers more abrasion resistance, has soft cuffs for attaching, 
and is available in several odd sizes as compared to off-the-shelf products like 
our NL2100 Black Corrugated Rubber.  The speci  cations shown below are 
based on a 1/4” thick tube (NL8542), but a 3/8” tube (NL8543) or 1/2” tube 
(NL8544) is also available on request.  As a general rule, a thicker tube results 
in added abrasion resistance but less  exibility.  OEM vacuum hose crossover  
available upon request. 

*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  Application dependent, as a guide -400C (-400F) to +880C (1900F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, abrasion resistant rubber (NL8542 is 1/4” and NL8543 is 3/8”).  Cover:  Black, corrugated abrasion and 
weather resistant 1/8” thick SBR rubber.  Reinforcement:  2-3 plies (depends on size) of fabric reinforcement with a steel wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  This hose is typically attached directly to the street sweeper, Strapping or N51 Double bolt clamps.
 Inside  Cuff Vacuum Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # O.D. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
  1/4” Smooth Tube
 6” NL8542-600Xinches    6.75” 4”/Hg 48” 6.40 N    Custom
 8  NL8542-800Xinches    8.75 4 64 8.66 C    Lengths
 9 NL8542-900Xinches    9.75 4 76 9.35 N    
 10 NL8542-1000Xinches    10.75 4 80 10.04 N    Custom
 11 NL8542-1100Xinches    11.75 4 90 11.90 N    Lengths
 12 NL8542-1200Xinches    12.75 4 96 12.75 N    
 14 NL8542-1400Xinches    14.75 4 120 15.75 N    Custom
 16 NL8542-1600Xinches    16.83 4 140 19.50 N    Lengths

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

  
    NL8542/ 8543/8544 ~   SMOOTH BORE  VACUUM TRUCK

MCL

This is a custom built, “corrugated interior and exterior” vacuum hose speci  cally 
designed for use on wide range of street sweepers.  It is typically used in short 
lengths (24” to 96”) extending to the street brush on the side of the truck. Com-
monly seen on original equipment, it offers the heavy duty characteristics of a 
material handling hose with the added  exibility more similar to a ducting hose.  
It has good resistance to abrasion, weathering, and certain chemicals while its 
deeply corrugated interior and exterior permit maximum  exibility (as an exam-
ple, 10” size have 3/4” deep corrugations that are 1-1/4” wide and spaced 1/2” 
apart).  Since it must allow for considerable axial movement in a short length, 
it is built with 1000+ pounds of tensile strength (axial).  Many custom lengths 
are available and all come with soft cuffs (approximately 4”-6” long) for ease of 
clamping.  The speci  cations shown below are based on a 3/16” tube (NL8511), 
but a 1/4” tube (NL8512), a 3/8” tube (NL8513) or a 1/2” tube (NL8514) thickness 
is also available on request.  Actual thicknesses can vary due to the unique, 
deep internal corrugations of this hose.  As a general rule, a thicker tube results 
in added abrasion resistance but less  exibility. OEM vacuum hose crossover  
available upon request. 
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.
Temperature Range:  Application dependent, as a guide -400C (-400F) to +880C (1900F).
Construction:  Tube:  Corrugated, abrasion resistant rubber (NL8511 is 3/16”, NL8512 is 1/4”, NL8513 is 3/8” & NL8514 is 1/2”).  Cover: 
Black, corrugated abrasion and weather resistant 1/8” thick SBR rubber.  Reinforcement:  3-plies of fabric reinforcement with a steel wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  This hose is typically attached directly to the street sweeper, Strapping or N51 Double bolt clamps.
 Inside  Cuff Vacuum Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # O.D. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
  3/16” Corrugated Tube
 6” NL8511-600Xinches    6.83” 4”/Hg 16” 3.30 N    Custom
 8   NL8511-800Xinches    8.83 4 18 4.50 B    Lengths
 9 NL8511-900Xinches    9.83 4 20 6.00 C    
 10 NL8511-1000Xinches    10.83 4 22 6.75 C    Custom
 11 NL8511-1100Xinches    11.83 4 26 7.50 C    Lengths
 12 NL8511-1200Xinches    12.83 4 27 8.00 B    
 14 NL8511-1400Xinches    14.83 4 31 10.00 C    Custom
 16 NL8511-1600Xinches    16.83 4 39 12.00 N    Lengths
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  NL8511/ 8512/8513/8514 ~   CORRUGATED BORE  STREET SWEEPER
MCL
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